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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine NEW ANATOMY 
Vertical Elimination Wheels, QR and Attachments 
Quantum Resonation & Greater Elimination Health 
 
Vertical Wheels are pulled to the Quantum Resonance that is coursing through the QR 

Tubes in the core sheath and then is also pulled out again by the QR generated in the 

Vertical Wheel tracks. This side pumping action is generated by the movement of the 

friction demonstrated between pure QR and the downgraded QR in the tracks that has 

attachment contained within it. Pure and impure QR is not compatible but is enough 

alike [Like attracts like.] that it attempts to function together and only when the two 

combine does the pure reject the dirty energy.  

 

What makes the energy impure is that it pulls into itself attachments. This attached QR  

serves to slow down release and forces the tracks and the tubes in the core sheath to 

generate more QR to contradict the attachment. Ultimately, the friction between the QR 

and attachments generate greater capacity in the Elimination System and this leads to 

more powerful release that can overcome attachment as it is forced out of the tracks 

and rejected from the vertical wheels into the 5 rotating and pulsing horizontal 

Elimination wheels.  

 

Lubrication from the Quantum Resonance as it emerges osmotically out from the sides 

of the tubes in the core sheath and the vertical wheel tracks help generate Quantum 

Resonance throughout the HES.  Attachments produce a sticky and clinging energy that 

catches in and clogs up the workings of the System and can clog up the ability of the 

structure to move forward or release old and useless patterns. The vertical wheels 

continue to expand and contract as they spin around the vertical tracks. This eventually 

leads them to become polluted as they also move through the 5 horizontal wheels that 

are busy collecting debris and waste from every System. The good news is that the dirty 

attached energy turns up the QR and triumphs, rejecting the attachment and releasing 
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the debris effectively from the structure into the universal through the Elimination 

System that treats this extra boost like Wheaties! 
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